GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN COLLEGE
2007 PARENTS & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION

Minutes  Monthly Meeting
Held  Mon 16 July/ Theatrette
At    7.00pm
Chair/Pres  G Foster

ATTENDEES 9 / APOLOGIES 3 (as per the register)

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING were signed by the President

OPENING DEVOTION by J Mason

ANNOUNCEMENTS

- As per items below:

GRANTS

- **Grand Stand** application (Gambling Fund) – for a 2\textsuperscript{nd} stand at starting blocks end, resubmitted end of T2. S Odore to pass on message/contact person received from Gambling Fund this week.

- **Pool Cover** application (Dept of Natural Resources & Water) was successful. GSLC has received $24309. GF and JD to meet tomorrow to select 1 of 3 quotes and proceed with the ordering.

- **Fed/Water Grant** application to be submitted - TD to gather further information and apply in the Oct. Round. Other schools typically receive 40-45,000. Expand application to include not only storage tanks under pool stand – consider plumbing/irrigation opportunities (JD to also speak to Jack).

- **Volunteer Small Equipment** application to be submitted. D Schumacher and Vanessa Haines to discuss.

- **Fed/ Investing in Our Schools Program (IIOSP)** application to be submitted by JD before end of July. $25,000 is available for this calendar year. College Council and P&F Exec supported proceeding with application for louvres in SD and SC blocks and air cond. for all HPE classrooms and staffrooms.

CLASS PARENT REPS

- Most primary class reps are now in place. List updated further on the College web site.

- Googe Groups web sites- College IT and J Pruss working on introducing this communication network.

COLLEGE POOL

- Swim Club Meeting to be held Wed 25\textsuperscript{th} August at 3.30pm with Vanessa Haines. Interested families are encouraged to attend-spread the word.

EVENTS

- **Dinner Sat 28\textsuperscript{th} July**
  Tickets on sale at the business office-Bookings need to be made urgently-please book and pay for your tables this week.

- **P&F Bar Service**
  Yr 11 Formal Sat Aug 4\textsuperscript{th}.
  GF is the P&F contact. GF and JB to meet by early next week to discuss arrangements.
• **Shepherd’s Fair**
P&F executive is meeting every Wed at 11am to coordinate all Fair Day requirements. Initial contact has now been made with Food Hall stall holders from 2006/Primary Teacher Class Stalls/JB for Secondary PC stalls or activities.

J Dohler is the college contact replacement for D O’Brien. JD to look at providing extra external power points as close as possible to the primary oval.

Extra shade on the oval- Matrix Solutions have offered a 10 x 6m f.o.c. KD to contact and book. Business sponsors are to be encouraged to erect their shade tents on the day.

Prize donations are being sought.
Ride sponsors are being sought.
Choc wheel is being introduced this year.

• **Garage/Car Boot Sale**
JD offered 2 ex-college pianos for the Sale, if it proceeds. In hands of S Paech and N Constance.

• **Parent basket ball comp**
GF has decided not to proceed with trying to organise this comp. - not enough people have come forward.

**CARPARKING**
• Being an ongoing issue this item remains on the agenda as a reminder. The college is engaging a carpark consultant.

**SECONDARY OVAL ROAD RESERVE FOR DEVELOPMENT**
• JM brought this issue to college families’ attention in this week’s S Pie, given the recent newspaper coverage.
The Noosa Waters Resident’s Assoc and GSLC met last week to discuss their points of view in relation to a proposed development adjoining our college. The Noosa Planning Department is reviewing a development application and will put forward its recommendations to Noosa Council at the end of July. If necessary, GSLC will be fighting to retain the oval and NWRRes Assoc will be fighting to retain no traffic-working towards the same end.

**MEETING CLOSED 8.30PM**